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THE HOME OF GLOBAL PASSENGER SHIP INTERIOR DESIGN

NAVIGATING NEW WATERS WORKING TOGETHER DESIGN LEGEND

Volume Creative explains  
how it is championing  

sustainable design

How collaboration helps  
Royal Caribbean’s brands to  

create innovative ships

Giacomo Mortola reflects on  
how cruise interior design has 

changed since the 1970s
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German lighting company Hera has developed Wall F, 
a wall-mounted recessed luminaire that can be used 
as an orientating light in passenger cabins and as an 
emergency luminaire in cabins and aisles.

The Wall F light operates directly on 230 volts with a 
power consumption of only 0.9 watts, while Integrated 
through-wiring saves space and allows for fast and 
economical installation. 

Hera supplied a total of 5,200 Wall F luminaires for 
P&O Cruises in stainless steel design, with half of 
the luminaries delivered in an ‘up & down’ glare-free 
orientation for passengers.

Hera

Almaco’s hand sanitisers blend in seamlessly to the cruise 
experience, allowing safety practices to be maintained onboard 
and help safeguard the well-being of passengers and crew. 

Almaco offers blend-in 
hand sanitisers

Orb is one of the signature ranges from Chelsom’s Edition  

26 collection, featuring hand-blown glass globes in brushed 

brass cups with a laser-cut Prince of Wales Check pattern. 

Elmo Leather unveils new 
elmosoft colours

At the start of 2020, Elmo Leather launched its new elmosoft 
colours at the international furniture trade show, IMM Cologne.

Available in 70 colours, elmosoft is a soft and pliable semi-aniline 
leather that is suitable for use in public spaces on passenger ships.

Design highlight

Supplier spotlight

The Grand Plaza is the centrepiece of Celebrity Cruises’ newest ship, 

Celebrity Apex. The chandelier is made up from over one kilometre  

of LED lighting strips. 



chelsom.co.uk

Chelsom Lighting
onboard Celebrity Edge

www.danishdecoration.dk
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marine glazing - Ideas in Glass®

CITA Design
Cavusciftligi Mah. Devlet Karayolu Uzeri No: 181 
Altinova 77702, Yalova
Turkey

Coşkun Çin, CEO 
Tel: +90 226 461 4445 
info@designcita.com
www.designcita.com

Brombach + Gess
Hirschbergstr. 91, Balingen, D-72336
Germany

Christina Schanz, marketing and sales
Tel: +49 7433 9072290
christina.schanz@brombach-gess.de
www.brombach-gess.com

Carnegie is a leading manufacturer and innovator of textiles in North America. Since 1950, 
the company has established a tradition of firsts, including the development of its own  
Xorel fabrics. 

Carnegie is a member of the Be Original organisation and has maintained B Corp 
certification since 2014. In 2018 and 2019, the B Corp organisation named Carnegie a ‘Best 
for The World’ honouree for its ongoing and comprehensive commitment to the environment.

Carnegie is the first and only PVC-free interior textiles company in the industry, and 
it is dedicated to unparalleled product quality. Carnegie offers a wide range of high 
performance, antimicrobial, and bleach cleanable International Maritime Organization  
approved draperies and upholsteries. Dedicated to providing the perfect textile solution, 
they also offer custom capabilities through its Creative Studio.

Chelsom works closely with the world’s leading interior designers, cruise operators and 
shipyards to produce stylish lighting designs for cabins, suites and public areas. Whether 
it be producing thousands of wall lights for cabins, or unique installations for public areas, 
Chelsom offers standard products and fully custom-designed pieces.

The specialist technical and engineering teams at Chelsom understand all the complex 
demands of the cruise and ferry sector. All lighting products can be modified to suit marine 
applications and all international electrical and fire regulations can be adhered to.

CITA Design is a marine interior design company with over 25 years of experience. It 
caters for clients worldwide by providing services for various types of vessels to the 
highest quality standards.

CITA Design’s team of interior and naval architects are experts in their fields, thereby ensuring 
large-scale multidisciplinary projects are executed in a timely and professional manner.

Each project is assigned a carefully selected team of designers and led by an experienced 
project manager. The company covers all aspects of a successful project and delivers 
creative designs that are both functional and unique. CITA Design is also experienced 
in realising innovative designs which require an environmentally friendly and highly 
technological approach.

Brombach + Gess is a marine glass bonding technology specialist with a broad portfolio of 
solutions in glass, including panorama glass facades, windscreen and balustrade solutions, 
sliding roofs, sliding windows and fire-rated glass solutions.

The company has also developed a Loggia-Cabin Window System that provides an infinite 
feeling in passenger cabins and an alternative to classic balconies on passenger ships.

Chelsom
Heritage House, Clifton Road, Blackpool,  
Lancashire, FY4 4QA
UK

John Hadley, marine director
Tel: +44 1253 831400
sales@chelsom.co.uk
www.chelsom.co.uk

Carnegie
110 N Centre Avenue, Rockville Centre, 11570, 
New York
USA

Evelyn Grau, cruise line specialist
Tel: +1 800 727 6770
service@carnegiefabrics.com
www.carnegiefabrics.com
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